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RELEASE NOTES SUMMARY
These release notes detail the product improvements and new features expected to be included in
the March 17, 2021 release.
Resolved Issues
1. In the Student Center, the Career Cluster pages were displaying “temporarily unavailable”.
2. The course plans for Career Clusters were not displaying when requested in the Student
Center.
3. The Get Recruited button was not displaying on school profiles.
4. When selecting Plan of Study for a student in an Assigned Curriculum report in the
Professional Center, the student’s Plan of Study was not displaying.
5. The “last updated on” date was not displaying for changes to Graduation Requirement in the
School Course Planning tools (available only for administrators).
6. Some professional account holders were not able to see students’/clients’ Career Cluster
Survey results.
7. On occasion, students were unable to create accounts using the account creation feature.
8. The print version of a completed Practice Application was using an older style and
formatting.
9. The social media links in the school profile for some institutions were not linking properly in
the Student Center.
10. Students were creating accounts where their username or email address included an
apostrophe which was causing problems for various messaging systems.
11. Batch-created accounts which included email addresses with apostrophes were causing
problems with messaging and email features.
12. Students who had COPPA-restricted accounts then turned 13 could not add their first and
last name (required) when requested by the system. They were then unable to access their
accounts.
Enhanced & New Features
•

There are no new or enhanced features in this release.
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1. RESOLVED ISSUES
This table summarizes the product improvements included in the March 17, 2021 release.
Problem

Improvement

1

Student Center: When selecting a
Career Cluster page, users were getting
the message “page temporarily
unavailable”. (80643)

The code was fixed so the pages now display
properly.

2

Student Center: When selecting a
Career Cluster’s course plans from
within a career profile, or confirming a
plan within the Career Plan Builder, the
course plan was not displaying (80610,
80646, 80694)

The code was fixed so the pages now display
properly.

3

Student Center: The Get Recruited
button was not appearing on school
profiles. (79528)

The Get Recruited button now appears in the
upper panel for schools that use the
functionality.

4

Professional Center: When selecting
Plan of Study for a student in an
Assigned Curriculum report, the
student’s Plan of Study was not
displaying. (80494)

When a professional opts to view a student’s
Plan of Study from within an Assigned
Curriculum report, the student’s completed Plan
of Study now displays properly.

5

Professional Center: The “last
updated on” date was not displaying
for changes to Graduation
Requirement in the School Course
Planning tools (available only for
administrators). (80228)

The “last updated on” message now displays
appropriately.

6

Professional Center: Some
professional account holders were not
able to see students’/clients’ Career
Cluster Survey results. (80621)

The results now display for all appropriate
professional account holders.

7

Student Center: On occasion,
students were unable to create
accounts using the account creation
feature. (80679)

Occasionally during account creation, coding on
the page was not responding appropriately. The
code has now been fixed.

8

Student Center: The print version of a
completed Practice Application was
using an older style and formatting.
(78940)

A new style was applied to the print version of
the completed Practice Application.
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Problem

Improvement

9

Student Center: The social media links
in the school profile for some
institutions were not linking properly.
(80578)

The links were fixed.

10

Student Center: Students were
creating accounts where their
username or email address included
an apostrophe which was causing
problems for various messaging
systems. (80600)

The instructional messages on the account
creation page were updated to reflect that
apostrophes are not permitted.

11

Professional Center: Batch-created
accounts which included email
addresses with apostrophes were
causing problems with messaging and
email features. (80601)

The instructional text for batch-created accounts
has been updated to reflect that apostrophes are
not permitted.

12

Student Center: Students who had
COPPA-restricted accounts then turned
13 could not add their first and last
name (required) when requested by
the system. They were then unable to
access their accounts. (80281)

The system has been updated so the prompt to
add their first and last name now properly saves
the information to the student’s account
permitting them access.
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